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1. Abstract

We present a method for computing the three-dimensional moments of an object. The method is based on the idea that the object of interest is first decomposed in a set of cubes under $d_e$. This decomposition is known to form a partition. The required moments are computed as a sum of the moments of the elements of the partition. The moments of each cube can be calculated in terms of a set of very simple formula using the center of the cube and its radio. The method provides integral accuracy by applying the exact definition of moments. The desired partition is obtained both by morphological erosions and the distance transformation of the image. Both variants are compared, showing that the one using the distance transform is much faster, making it comparable to other traditional sequential approaches. Another interesting feature of this proposal is that once the partition is obtained, the computation of the moments is much faster than earlier methods. Its complexity has a factor of $O(N)$.
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3. Introduction

The two-dimensional moment (for short 2-D moment) of a 2-D object $R$ is defined as [1]:

$$m_{pq} = \iint_R x^p y^q f(x,y) \, dx \, dy$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $f(x,y)$ is the characteristic function describing the intensity of $R$, and $p+q$ is the order of the moment. In the discrete case, the double integral is often replaced by a double sum giving as a result:

$$m_{pq} = \sum_{R} x^p y^q f(x,y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

with $f(x,y)$, $p$ and $q$ defined in equation (1), where $(x,y) \in \mathbb{Z}^2$.

The three-dimensional geometric moment (for short 3-D moment) of order $p+q+r$ of a 3-D object is defined as [2]:

$$m_{pqr} = \iiint_R x^p y^q z^r f(x,y,z) \, dx \, dy \, dz$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
where $R$ is a 3-D region. In the discrete case, the triple integral is often replaced by the triple sum giving as a result:

$$m_{pqr} = \sum_{R} \sum_{x} \sum_{y} \sum_{z} x^p y^q z^r f(x, y, z)$$

(3)

with $f(x, y, z)$, $p$, $q$, and $r$ defined in equation (3), where $(x, y, z) \in \mathbb{Z}^3$.

In the binary case, the characteristic function takes only values 1 or 0, assuming that for the volume of interest $f(x, y, z) = 1$. When we replace this value in equation (4) we get the equation to compute the moments of order $(p+q+r)$ of a 3-D binary image $R$ as

$$m_{pqr} = \sum_{R} \sum_{x} \sum_{y} \sum_{z} x^p y^q z^r$$

(5)

with $(x, y, z) \in \mathbb{Z}^3$, $p, q, r = 0, 1, 2, ...$

2-D moments are useful features in the case 2-D shapes. They have been widely used in image analysis. Their applications range from: edge detection [3], texture analysis [4], movement estimation [5], image alignment [6], object description [7], until object recognition [8 and 9]. Due to their usefulness lots of efforts have been done to reduce the time of computation. Among the most important works we can mention the works of Zakaria et al. [10], Li and Shen [11], Jiang and Bunke [12], Li [13], Fu et al. [14], Philips [15], Yang and Albregtsen [16 and 17], Flusser [18] and Sossa et al. [19 and 27].

The world we live in is generally three-dimensional. 3-D shape information for an object can be obtained by computer tomographic reconstruction, passive 3-D sensors, and active range finders. As 2-D moments, 3-D moments have been used in 3-D image analysis tasks including movement estimation [5], shape estimation [20], and object recognition [2].

Several methods have been proposed to compute the 3-D moments. In [22], Li uses a polyhedral representation of the object for the computing of its 3-D moments. The number of required operations is a function of the number of edges of the surfaces of the polyhedral. The methods of Cyganski et al. [21], Li and Shen [23] and Li and Ma [24] use a pixel representation of the object. The difference among these methods is the way they compute the moments. Cyganski et al., for example, make use of the filter proposed in [25] while Li and Shen use a transformation based on Pascal triangle for the computation of the monomials; only additions are used for the computation of the moments. On the other hand, Li and Ma relate 3-D moments with the so-called LT moments that are easier to evaluate. Although these methods reduce the number of operations to compute the moments, they require a computation of $O(N^2)$, where $N$ is the size of the object in one of the dimensions. Recently, Yang, Albregtsen and Taxt [26] proposed to use the so-called discrete divergence theorem to compute the 3D moments of an object. They got a reduction in the number of operations to $O(N^2)$.

In this note we present a different approach to efficiently compute the 3-D moments of a binary object in $\mathbb{Z}^3$, with complexity of $O(N)$. It is based on the following idea [27]:

1. Decompose the given object into a union of disjoint cubes.
2. Compute the geometric moments for each of these cubes, and
3. Obtain the final moments as a sum of the moments computed for each cube.

3.1 Outline of the paper

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In the second section the proposed formulae to compute the geometric moments of a 3-D object are given. They are obtained by means of equation (3) and yielding thus accurate results. In Section 3 a short comparison between the formulae obtained in terms of equations (3) and (5) is given. In section 4 we describe two ways to segment the object into a set of cubes. The first method uses morphological erosions. The second one uses the three-dimensional distance transform of the image. In Section 5 several experiments are given showing that if the distance transform is used to obtain the desired partition, smaller processing times to compute the geometric moments of a 3-D object are obtained. In Section 6 the complexity of the computation once the partition is obtained is given, showing that this complexity of order $O(N^2)$.

In Section 7 we present a short comparison between the proposal and the conventional method since the precision point of view. Section 8 finally provides conclusions of this work.

4. Development

4.1. Moments of a cube

In the last section we mentioned that to compute the desired moments of a 3-D object, it should be first decomposed into a set of cubes. We also said that a set of simple expressions should then be applied to get the desired values. In this section, this set of expressions is derived.

Before deriving the set of expressions, it is important to know that depending on the definition of moments used, the set of
expressions obtained might differ resulting in some differences. This situation was first studied in [28] and recently re-discussed in [29], both in the 2-D case. As stated in [29], if \( M_{pq} \) are the 2-D moments obtained by means of equation (1) and \( m_{pq} \) those obtained in terms of equation (2) a difference \( |M_{pq} - m_{pq}| \) is introduced due to the approximations and numeric integration of \( \text{x}^p \text{y}^q \) over each pixel of \( R \).

In both papers [28] and [29] the authors prove that the moments obtained in terms of equation (1) yield exact results.

Following the same idea we propose to use equation (3) instead of equation (5) to derive the set of necessary equations to get also more accurate results when computing the 3-D geometric moments for a 3-D object.

### 4.2 Set of expressions

To derive the set of expressions needed to accurately compute the desired 3-D moments, let us consider a cube centered in \((X_c, Y_c, Z_c)\), with radius \( t \) and coordinates of its vertices in

\[
\begin{align*}
(X_c - t, Y_c - t, Z_c - t),& (X_c + t, Y_c - t, Z_c - t), (X_c - t, Y_c + t, Z_c - t), \\
(X_c - t, Y_c - t, Z_c + t),& (X_c + t, Y_c - t, Z_c + t), (X_c - t, Y_c + t, Z_c + t), \\
(X_c - t, Y_c - t, Z_c + t),& (X_c + t, Y_c + t, Z_c - t), (X_c - t, Y_c + t, Z_c - t), \\
(X_c + t, Y_c + t, Z_c + t).&
\end{align*}
\]

The characteristic function of this block is

\[
f(x, y, z) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } (x, y, z) \in (a, b) \times (c, d) \times (e, f) \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

with

\[
\begin{align*}
a &= X_c - t - 0.5 \\
b &= X_c + t + 0.5 \\
c &= Y_c - t - 0.5 \\
d &= Y_c + t + 0.5 \\
e &= Z_c - t - 0.5 \\
f &= Z_c + t + 0.5
\end{align*}
\]

According to equation (3), the exact moments of a cube are given as

\[
M_{pqr} = \int_{-t}^{+t} \int_{-t}^{+t} \int_{-t}^{+t} x^p y^q z^r f(x, y, z) \, dx \, dy \, dz
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{(p + 1)(q + 1)(r + 1)} \left[ p^{p + 1} - q^{q + 1} \right] \left[ q^{q + 1} - r^{r + 1} \right] \left[ r^{r + 1} - e^{e + 1} \right]
\]

The reader can easily verify that the first 20 expressions for the moments are:

\[
\begin{align*}
M_{000} &= (2t + 1)^3 \\
M_{100} &= M_{000} X_c \\
M_{010} &= M_{000} Y_c \\
M_{001} &= M_{000} Z_c \\
M_{200} &= \frac{M_{000}}{3} \left( 3X_c^2 + 3(t + 1) + 0.25 \right) \\
M_{020} &= \frac{M_{000}}{3} \left( 3Y_c^2 + 3(t + 1) + 0.25 \right) \\
M_{002} &= \frac{M_{000}}{3} \left( 3Z_c^2 + 3(t + 1) + 0.25 \right) \\
M_{110} &= M_{000} X_c Y_c \\
M_{011} &= M_{000} Y_c Z_c \\
M_{101} &= M_{000} X_c Z_c \\
M_{020} &= \frac{M_{000}}{3} X_c \left( 3Y_c^2 + 3(t + 1) + 0.25 \right) \\
M_{003} &= \frac{M_{000}}{3} Z_c \left( 3Y_c^2 + 3(t + 1) + 0.25 \right) \\
M_{102} &= \frac{M_{000}}{3} X_c \left( 3Z_c^2 + 3(t + 1) + 0.25 \right) \\
M_{120} &= \frac{M_{000}}{3} X_c \left( 3Z_c^2 + 3(t + 1) + 0.25 \right) \\
M_{210} &= \frac{M_{000}}{3} Y_c \left( 3X_c^2 + 3(t + 1) + 0.25 \right) \\
M_{012} &= \frac{M_{000}}{3} X_c \left( 3Z_c^2 + 3(t + 1) + 0.25 \right) \\
M_{021} &= \frac{M_{000}}{3} Z_c \left( 3Y_c^2 + 3(t + 1) + 0.25 \right) \\
M_{111} &= M_{000} X_c Y_c Z_c
\end{align*}
\]

In [32] the authors have proved that the same set of 20 expressions obtained through equation (5) is the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
m_{000} &= (2t + 1)^3 \\
m_{100} &= m_{000} X_c \\
m_{010} &= m_{000} Y_c \\
m_{001} &= m_{000} Z_c
\end{align*}
\]
We can use equation (7) to derive higher order geometric moments. We have found however the following equivalent expression, in terms of moment $M_{000}$, more suitable for this job:

$$m_{200} = \frac{m_{000}}{3} \left( 3X_c^2 + t(t+1) \right)$$

$$m_{020} = \frac{m_{000}}{3} \left( 3Y_c^2 + t(t+1) \right)$$

$$m_{002} = \frac{m_{000}}{3} \left( 3Z_c^2 + t(t+1) \right)$$

$$m_{110} = m_{100} Y_c = m_{000} X_c Y_c$$

$$m_{101} = m_{010} Z_c = m_{000} X_c Z_c$$

$$m_{011} = m_{001} Y_c = m_{000} Y_c Z_c$$

$$m_{100} = m_{000} X_c(Y_c^2 + t(t+1))$$

$$m_{010} = m_{000} Y_c(Y_c^2 + t(t+1))$$

$$m_{001} = m_{000} Z_c(Z_c^2 + t(t+1))$$

$$m_{120} = \frac{m_{000}}{3} X_c(3Y_c^2 + t(t+1))$$

$$m_{210} = \frac{m_{000}}{3} Y_c(3X_c^2 + t(t+1))$$

$$m_{102} = \frac{m_{000}}{3} X_c(3Z_c^2 + t(t+1))$$

$$m_{201} = \frac{m_{000}}{3} Z_c(3X_c^2 + t(t+1))$$

$$m_{021} = \frac{m_{000}}{3} Z_c(3Y_c^2 + t(t+1))$$

$$m_{111} = m_{000} X_c Y_c Z_c$$

for $q$ even:

$$Q = (q+1)Y_c^q + \left( \frac{q+1}{3} \right) Y_c^{q-1} h^2 + \cdots + \frac{1}{q} Y_c h^{q-1}$$

for $q$ odd:

$$Q = (q+1)Y_c^q + \left( \frac{q+1}{3} \right) Y_c^{q-1} h^2 + \cdots + \frac{1}{q} Y_c h^{q-1}$$

for $r$ even:

$$R = (r+1)Z_c^r + \left( \frac{r+1}{3} \right) Z_c^{r-1} h^2 + \cdots + \frac{1}{r} Z_c h^{r-1}$$

for $r$ odd:

$$R = (r+1)Z_c^r + \left( \frac{r+1}{3} \right) Z_c^{r-1} h^2 + \cdots + \frac{1}{r} Z_c h^{r-1}$$

where $h = t + 0.5$ and

$$\left( \begin{array}{ccc} n \\ k \end{array} \right) = \frac{n!}{k!(n-k)!}$$

Some examples are shown below:

$$M_{211} = \frac{M_{000}}{3} \left[ 3X_c^2 + h^2 \right] 2Y_c 3Z_c$$

$$M_{423} = \frac{M_{000}}{15} \left[ 5X_c^4 + 10X_c^2 h^2 + h^4 \left( 3Y_c^2 + h^2 \right) 2Z_c^3 + 4Z_c h^2 \right]$$

### 4.3 Comparison

While equation (3) yields exact results, equation (5) provides some moments with small errors due to the zero-order approximation for numerical integration when using sums. We will always find $M_{ppq} \geq m_{ppq}$. The error $M_{ppq} - m_{ppq}$ depends directly on $p$, $q$, and $r$. You can easily verify that:

$$M_{200} - m_{200} = \frac{m_{000}}{12}$$

$$M_{020} - m_{020} = \frac{m_{000}}{12}$$
4.4 Obtaining the partition

At the beginning of this note we mentioned that to compute the desired moments of a 3-D object, it should be first decomposed into a set of cubes. It is not difficult to see that this step is the most critical one to get small processing times. In this section we describe two methods to partition an object according to the idea introduced at the end of Section I. The first one emerges as a natural extension of the proposal described in [27], useful to get the geometric moments of a 2-D object. The second proposal uses the distance transform of the image, providing with all the necessary information of all the maximal cubes that cover the volume of the object. Thus one has to guarantee that these maximal cubes be disjoint, because one of the important conditions is that the set of maximal cubes forms a partition of the image. Therefore, one has to guarantee that these maximal cubes be disjoint.

4.4.1 Decomposition by morphological operations

The following method to compute the geometric moments of a 3-D object $R \subset \mathbb{Z}^3$, using morphological erosions is an extension of the one described in [27]. It is composed of the following steps:

1. Initialize as many accumulators as needed $C_i=0$, for $i=1,2,..., M$, one for each geometric moment.
2. Make $A = R$ and $B = \{(a,b,c) \mid a,b,c \in [-1,0,1]\}$, $B$ is a 3x3x3 pixel neighborhood in $\mathbb{Z}^3$.
3. Assign $A \leftarrow A \ominus B$ iteratively until the next erosion results in $\emptyset$ (the null set). The number of iterations of the erosion operation before set $\emptyset$ appears, is the radius $t$ of the maximal cube completely contained in the original region $R$. The center of this cube is found in set $A$, just before set $\emptyset$ appears.
4. Select one of the points of $A$ and given that the radius $t$ of the maximal cube is known, we use the formulae derived in the last section to compute the moments of this maximal cube, the resulting values are added to the respective accumulator, $C_i$, for $i=1,2,3,...,M$.
5. Eliminate this ball from region $R$, and assign the new set to $R$.
6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 with the new $R$ until it becomes $\emptyset$.

The method just described gives us as a result the values of the geometric moments of order $(p+q+r) \leq 3$, using only erosions and the formulae developed in Section 4.2.

By their nature, the erosions can be executed in a massively parallel computer in pretty short processing times. This method is, however, a brute force method (BFM). An considerable enhancement can be obtained if steps 4 and 5 are replaced by:

1. Select those points in $A$ at a distance among them greater than $2t$ and use the formulae given either by equation (7) or equation (8), to compute the geometric moments of these maximal cubes, and add these values to the respective accumulators.
2. Eliminate the maximal cubes from region $R$, and assign this new set to $R$.

The enhancement (enhanced method (EM)) consists in processing all maximal cubes of the same radius in just one step, coming back to the iterated erosions until the value of the radio $t$ should be changed. At this point it is very important to verify that the eliminated cubes do not intersect with those just eliminated, because one of the important conditions is that the set of maximal cubes forms a partition of the image. Thus one has to guarantee that these maximal cubes be disjoint sets.

4.4.2 Decomposition by distance transform

The following procedure (an extension of the one proposed in [31]) decomposes the 3-D object $R \subset \mathbb{Z}^3$, onto cubes by means of the well-known distance transform [30] that provides with all the necessary information of all the maximal cubes that cover the volume of the object.

1. Initialize as many accumulators as needed $C_i=0$, for $i=1,2,...,M$, one for each geometric moment.
2. Obtain the distance transform $DT(p)$ for each point $p$ of region $R$ and at the same time $m = \max \{DT(x) | x \in R\}$.
3. Following an ordered sweeping, look for a $p \in R$, such as $DT(p) = m$, $DT(p)$ is the radius of the open cube, such as the radius of the closed cube under question is $DT(p) - 1$.
4. Compute the moments for the corresponding closed cube for this value, updating the corresponding accumulators $C_r$ for $1, 2, 3, ..., M$ using the formulae given equation (7) or (8).
5. Eliminate the closed cube of region $R$, and assign this new set to $R$.
6. Following the same sweeping, look for a new $p$ for which $DT(p) = m$ and that do not intersects with the previously selected cubes during the sweeping. Execute steps 4 and 5. Repeat this step until the sweeping ends, being sure that all maximal cubes are eliminated.
7. Repeat steps 2 to 6 until $R$ becomes $\emptyset$.

As in the case of method described in Section 4.4.1, the method just described yields the true values of the geometric moments of order $(p+q+r) \leq 3$, using the distance transform of the image and the formulae developed in Section 4.2.

As it is known by its nature, the distance transform can be implemented on a massively parallel computer in pretty short processing times. However, the method proposed in [30] to compute the distance transform of an image is also sequential that provides, as we will see in Section 4.5, very good processing times on a conventional platform.

### 4.5 Experimental results

In this section the iterative morphological (IM), enhanced morphological (EM) and distance transform (DT) approaches useful to obtain the desired partition to get the geometric moments of a 3-D object and described in Section 4.4 are compared.

#### 4.5.1 Results with random generated synthetic images

In this first experiment, the three methods were tested on several dozens of synthetically generated images, all of them binary and 101x101x101 pixel sized. These images were obtained by generating at random $P$ touching and overlapping cubes of different sizes inside the 101x101x101 image. At the beginning all the locations of the 101x101x101 cube are set zero.

The IM method takes on average, over the whole set of images, 255 seconds to compute all moments of order $(p+q+r) \leq 3$ on a 550 MHz based system. The 255 seconds include the time to compute the partition iteration by iteration. The EM method requires only about 65 seconds on the same platform compute the same moments. Again the 50 seconds include the time to get the partition. The DT method is the fastest of the three proposed approaches. It takes on average 12 seconds on the same platform to get the moments. In the three cases most of the time is required to obtain the necessary partitions.

#### 4.5.2 Results with manually generated images

The IM, EM and DT method were also tested with images of more realistic objects, a sphere, a pyramid and parallelepiped in this case (Figure 1). The three objects were translated, rotated and scaled to get several transformed versions of them.

Three of these transformed versions are shown in Figure 2.

Table 1 shows the time invested by the three proposals (IM, EM and DT) to compute the 20 moments on the three objects.

As you can appreciate all three approaches perform very fast for the parallelepiped and but very slow for the sphere.

From this we can immediately see that the distance transform based proposal is the fast of all proposals.

#### 4.6 Efficiency and computation

With respect to other methods our proposal is faster, once the partition is obtained. As you can appreciate its complexity is

---

**Table 1.** Average times in seconds provides by the three proposals for the objects used in the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Average time in seconds BMF approach</th>
<th>Average time in seconds EM approach</th>
<th>Average time in seconds DT approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>242.899</td>
<td>69.374</td>
<td>19.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramid</td>
<td>197.327</td>
<td>43.004</td>
<td>11.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelepiped</td>
<td>25.192</td>
<td>55.138</td>
<td>1.612</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of $O(N)$. To show this, and without lost of generality, let us suppose that the image has $N$ rows in all the three directions, and that the object occupies the entire intensity volume, we have thus an object composed of $N \times N \times N$ voxels, with $t$ its radio.

The number of operations required by one of the fastest methods (for example the method of Yang, Albregtsen and Taxt, [26]) to compute all the moments of order $(p+q+r)$ up to some $K$, let say $K=3$ from a discrete image of $N \times N \times N$ pixels is: $2KN^2$ multiplications and $\left(\frac{1}{2}K^2 + \frac{7}{2}K + 3\right)N^2$ additions (for the details, refer to [26]).

The number of operations required by our proposal, once the partition has been obtained, will depend basically on the radius $t$ of the object:

$$36t = 36\left(\frac{N}{2} - 1\right) \text{ multiplications}$$

and

$$8t = 8\left(\frac{N}{2} - 1\right) \text{ additions}.$$ 

To get these two numbers we just added the number of multiplications and additions required by each of the 20 moments to be computed. $m_{000}$ requires, for example, three multiplications and one addition. $m_{100} = m_{002}X_2$ requires one multiplication and no additions because it is supposed that the term $(2t + 1)^3$ was already computed.

The careful reader can rapidly see that our method is faster than any other, even for a small $N$. The interested reader can easily verify that for greater values of $N$ our method still requires less time. This is due mainly to the fact that our method uses $t$ instead of $N$ to compute the desired moments.

### 4.7 Impact on the value of the moments

In this section we present a short analysis of the effect of using either the expressions given by equation (7) or (8). For this we make use again the three objects shown in figure 1.

Table 2 shows the relative errors of central moments: $M_{200}$, $M_{020}$, $M_{002}$, $\mu_{200}$, $\mu_{020}$, and $\mu_{002}$. Relative errors that were investigated were:

$$e_1 = \frac{M_{200} - \mu_{200}}{M_{200}}, \quad e_2 = \frac{M_{020} - \mu_{020}}{M_{020}} \quad \text{and} \quad e_3 = \frac{M_{002} - \mu_{002}}{M_{002}}.$$

Central moments $\mu_{pqr}$ were obtained as

$$\mu_{pqr} = \sum \sum \sum (x-x)^p (y-y)^q (z-z)^r.$$

Central moments $M_{pqr}$ were obtained by means of the expressions given by equation (7). Errors $e_1$, $e_2$, and $e_3$ correspond to each one of the three axes: $x$, $y$ and $z$. From Table 2, we can conclude that for elongated objects (where the prolongation is parallel to one of the axes), the relative error is much smaller (0.0003 for the parallelepiped in the $x$ axis). In this case, as can be appreciated for compact objects (as the sphere), the errors are bigger. As a result, in the general case, it is better to use the expressions given by equation (7) for the computation of the geometric moments, with certainly will produce a better description and in consequence an accurate recognition of the objects. The bigger errors for the spherical object can be due also to digitalization problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transf</th>
<th>Sphere</th>
<th>Pyramid</th>
<th>Parallelepiped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Relative differences between moments.
5. Conclusion

In this note we have presented a very simple method to accurately compute the geometric moments for a 3-D object. Initially, the object is partitioned into a set of convex cubes whose moment evaluation can be reduced to the computation of very simple formulae.

These expressions were derived from the original definition of moments given by equation (3). This gives more accurate values for the moments. This would not happen if equation (5) would be used. An error is introduced due to zero-order approximation and numeric integration of $x^ny^nz^r$ over each pixel. The resulting shape moments are finally obtained by addition of the moments of each ball forming the partition, giving that the intersections are empty.

To obtain the desired object partition we have used to variants, one based on morphological erosions, the other based on the distance transform of the image containing the object. The results show that the variant using the distance transform is much more superior. This makes the proposal competitive with traditional methods working on a sequential platform.

Another main feature of the proposed method is that once the partition is obtained its complexity is of $O(N)$.
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